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Abstract
We attack the problem of learning concepts automati-
cally from noisy web image search results. Going beyond
low level attributes, such as colour and texture, we explore
weakly-labelled datasets for the learning of higher level
concepts, such as scene categories. The idea is based on
discovering common characteristics shared among subsets
of images by posing a method that is able to organise the
data while eliminating irrelevant instances. We propose a
novel clustering and outlier detection method, namely Rec-
tifying Self Organizing Maps (RSOM). Given an image col-
lection returned for a concept query, RSOM provides clus-
ters pruned from outliers. Each cluster is used to train a
model representing a different characteristics of the con-
cept. The proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art
studies on the task of learning low-level concepts, and it is
competitive in learning higher level concepts as well. It is
capable to work at large scale with no supervision through
exploiting the available sources.
1. Introduction
The need for manually labelled data continues to be one
of the most important limitations in large scale object/scene
recognition. Recently, use of visual attributes have become
attractive as being helpful in describing properties shared by
multiple categories and resulting in novel category recogni-
tion. owever, most of the methods require learning of visual
attributes from labelled data, and cannot eliminate human
effort. Yet, it may be more difficult to describe an attribute
than an object, and localisation may not be trivial.
Alternatively, images tagged with attribute names are
available on the web in large amounts. However, data col-
lected from web inherits all type of challenges due to illu-
mination, reflection, scale, and pose variations as well as
camera and compression effects[22]. Most importantly, the
collection is very noisy with several irrelevant images as
well as variety of images corresponding to different char-
Figure 1. Example web images collected for query keywords spot-
ted (top) and office(bottom). Even in the relevant images, the con-
cepts are observed in different forms requiring grouping and irrel-
evant ones to be eliminated.
acteristic properties of the attribute (Figure1). Localisation
of attributes inside the images arises as another important
issue. The region corresponding to the attribute may cover
only a fraction of the image, or the same attribute may be in
different forms in different parts of an image.
For the data collected through querying to be beneficial
for automatic learning of attributes, we propose a novel
method to obtain an organised collection with irrelevant
images removed. Our intuition is that, given an attribute
category defined by the query word, although the list of
images returned is likely to include irrelevant ones, there
will be some common characteristics shared among subset
of images. Our main idea is to obtain visually coherent
subsets, that are possibly corresponding to semantic sub-
categories, through clustering and to build models for each
sub-category (see Figure2). The model for each attribute
category is then a collection of multiple models, each rep-
resenting a different property of the attribute.
We aim to answer not only ”which attribute is in the im-
age?”, but also ”where the attribute is?”. For this purpose,
we consider image patches as the basic units for provid-
ing localisation. To retain only the relevant patches that
describe the attribute category correctly, during clustering
we need to remove outliers, i.e. irrelevant ones. The out-
liers may resemble to each other while not being similar to
the correct category patches resulting in a separate outlier
cluster. Alternatively, some outlier patches could be mixed
with correct category patches inside salient clusters corre-
sponding to relevant ones. These patches, that we refer to
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Figure 2. Overview of the RSOM framework for concept learning.
as outlier elements, should also be removed for the data to
be sufficiently clean for learning.
We propose a novel method Rectifying Self Organizing
Maps (RSOM) which improves the well-known Self Orga-
nizing Maps (SOM) [7] through detection and elimination
of outliers. The purpose of RSOM is to ”rectify” the data by
purifying it not only from outlier clusters but also from out-
lier elements in salient clusters. It is a generic method for
capturing category specific characteristics through organ-
ising the set of given instances into sub-categories pruned
from irrelevant instances.
Going beyond low-level attributes, RSOM is capable of
learning higher level concept, as we show through learning
scene concepts. In this case, we treat each image as a single
instance, and aim to find groups of images representing a
different property of scene category, at the same time by
eliminating the ones that are either irrelevant, or poor to
sufficiently describe any characteristics.
2. Related work
The use of attributes has been the focus of many recent
studies [2, 8, 1]. In [3], Farhadi et al. learn complex at-
tributes (shape, materials, parts) in a fully supervised way
focusing on recognition of new types of objects. In [10], for
human labelled animal categories, semantic attribute anno-
tations available from studies in cognitive science were used
in a binary fashion for zero-shot learning. In this study,
we focus on attribute learning independent of object cate-
gories. Torresani et al. [21] introduce classemes, attributes
that do not have specific semantic meanings, but meanings
expected to emerge from intersections of properties, and
they obtain training data directly from web image search.
Rastegari et al. [18] propose discovering implicit attributes
that are not necessarily semantic but preserve category-
specific traits through learning discriminative hyperplanes
with max-margin and locality sensitive hashing criteria. We
learn different intrinsic properties of each attribute through
discriminative models obtained from separate clusters that
are ultimately combined in a single semantic. Learning se-
mantic appearance attributes, such as colour, texture and
shape, on large scale ImageNet dataset is attacked in [19]
relying on image level human labels using Amazon’s Me-
chanical Turk for supervised learning. We learn attributes
from real world images collected from web with no human
effort for labelling. Another study on learning colour names
from web images is proposed in [22] where a PLSA based
model is used for representing the colour names of pixels.
Similar to ours, the approach of Ferrari and Zisserman [4]
considers attributes as patterns sharing some characteristic
properties where basic units are the image segments with
uniform appearance. We prefer to work on patch level al-
ternative to pixel level which is not suitable for region level
attributes such as texture, image level which is very noisy,
or segment level which is difficult to obtain clearly.
3. Rectifying Self Organizing Maps
Revisiting Self Organizing Maps (SOM): Intrinsic dy-
namics of SOM are inspired from developed animal brain
where each part is known to be receptive to different sen-
sory inputs and which has a topographically organized
structure[7]. This phenomena, which is called as ”recep-
tive field” in visual neural systems [6], is simulated with
SOM, where neurons are represented by weights that are
calibrated to make neurons sensitive to different type of in-
puts. Elicitation of this structure is furnished by competitive
learning approach.
input with M instances X = {x1, x2..., xM}. Let
N = {n1, n2, ..., nK} be the locations of neuron units on
the SOM map andW = {w1, w2, ..., wK} be the associated
weights. The neuron whose weight vector is most similar to
the input instance xi is called as the winner and denoted by
vˆ. The weights of the winner and units in the neighbour-
hood are adjusted towards the input vector at each iteration
t with delta learning rule (Eq.1).
wtj = w
t−1
j + h(ni, nvˆ : 
t, σt)[xi − wt−1j ] (1)
Update step is scaled by the window function h(ni, nvˆ :
t, σt) for each SOM unit, inversely proportional to the dis-
tance to the winner (Eq.2). Learning rate  is a gradually de-
creasing value, resulting in larger updates at the beginning
and finer updates as the algorithm evolves. σt defines the
neighbouring effect so with the decreasing σ, neighbour up-
date steps are getting smaller in each epoch. Note that, there
are different alternatives for update and windows functions
in SOM literature.
h(ni, nvˆ : 
t, σt) = t exp
−||nj − nvˆ||2
2σt2
(2)
Clustering and outlier detection with RSOM: We in-
troduce excitation scores E = {e1, e2, . . . , eK} where ej ,
the score for neuron unit j, is updated as in Eq.3.
etj = e
t−1
j + ρ
t(βj + zj) (3)
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As in the original SOM, window function is getting smaller
with each iteration.
Here, zj is the activation or win count for the unit j, for
one epoch. ρ is learning solidity scalar that represents the
decisiveness of learning with dynamically increasing value,
assuming that later stages of the algorithm has more impact
on the definition of salient SOM units. ρ is equal to the
inverse of the learning rate . βj is the total measure of the
activation of jth unit in an epoch, caused by all the winners
of the epoch but the neuron itself (Eq.4).
βj =
u∑
vˆ=1
h(nj , nvˆ)zvˆ (4)
At the end of the iterations, normalized ej is a quality
value of a unit j. Higher value of ej indicates that total
amount of excitation of the unit j in whole learning period is
high thus it is responsive to the given class of instances and
it captures notable amount of data. Low excitation values
indicate the contrary. RSOM is capable of detecting outlier
units via a threshold θ in the range [0, 1].
Let C = {c1, c2, . . . , cK} be the cluster centres corre-
sponding to each unit. cj is considered to be a salient clus-
ter if ej ≥ θ, and an outlier cluster otherwise.
The excitation scores E are the measure for saliency of
neuron units in RSOM. Given the data belonging to a cat-
egory, we expect that data is composed of sub-categories
that share common properties. For instance red images
might include darker or lighter tones to be captured by clus-
ters but they are supposed to share a common characteris-
tics of being red. In that sense, for the calculation of the
excitation scores we use individual activations of the units
as well as the activations as being in a neighbourhood of
another unit. Individual activations measure the saliency
of being a salient cluster corresponding to a particular sub-
category, such as lighter red. Neighbourhood activa-
tions count the saliency in terms of the shared regularity
between sub-categories. If we don’t count the neighbour-
hood effect, some unrelated clusters would be called salient
since large number of outlier instances could be grouped in
a unit, e.g. noisy white background patches in red images.
Outlier instances of salient clusters, namely the outlier
elements should also be detected. After the detection of
outlier neurons, statistics of the distances between neuron
weight wi and its corresponding instance vectors (assum-
ing weights prototyping instances grouped by the neuron)
is used as a measure of instance divergence. If the distance
between the instance vector xj and its winner’s weight wˆi is
more than the distances of other instances having the same
winner, xj is raised as an outlier element. We exploit box
plot statistics, similar to [15]. If the distance of the instance
to its cluster’s weight is more than the upper-quartile value,
then it is detected as an outlier. The portion of the data,
covered by the upper whisker is decided by τ .
RSOM provides good basis of cleansing of poor in-
stances whereas computing cost is relatively smaller since
RSOM is capable of discarding items with one shot of learn-
ing phase. Therefore, an additional data cleansing iteration
after clustering phase is not required. All the necessary in-
formation (excitation scores, box plot statistics) for outliers
is calculated at runtime of learning. Hence, RSOM is suit-
able for large scale problems.
RSOM is also able to estimate number of intrinsic clus-
ters of the data. We use PCA for that purpose, with defined
variation value ν to be captured by the principle compo-
nents. Given data and ν, principle components are found
and number of principle components describing the data
with variation ν is used as the number of clusters for the fur-
ther processing of RSOM. If we increase ν, RSOM latches
more clusters therefore ν should be carefully chosen.
Discussion of other methods on outlier detection with
SOM: [13, 14] utilise the habitation of the instances. Fre-
quently observed similar instances excites the network to
learn some regularities and divergent instances are observed
as outliers. [5] benefits from weights prototyping the in-
stances in a cluster. Thresholded distance of instances to
the weight vectors are considered as indicator of being out-
lier. In [23], aim is to have different mapping of activated
neuron for the outlier instances. The algorithm learns the
formation of activated neurons on the network for outlier
and inlier items with no threshold. It suffers from the gen-
erality, with its basic assumption of learning from network
mapping. LTD-KN [20] performs Kohonen learning rule
inversely. An instance activates only the winning neuron
as in the usual SOM, but LTD-KN updates winning neuron
and its learning windows decreasingly.
These algorithms only eliminate outlier instances ignor-
ing outlier clusters. RSOM finds outlier clusters as well as
the outlier instances in the salient clusters. Another differ-
ence of RSOM is the computation cost. Most of outlier de-
tection algorithms model the data and iterate over the data
again to label outliers. It is not suitable for large scale data.
RSOM has the ability to detect outlier clusters and the items
all in the learning phase. Thus, there is no need for learning
a model of the data first, then detecting outliers, it is all done
in a single pass in our method. With the support of GPGPU
programming RSOM scales to large amount of data.
4. Concept learning with RSOM
4.1. Learning low-level attributes
Data collection and clustering: We collect web images
through querying for colour and texture names. The data
is weakly labelled, with the labels given for the entire im-
age, rather than the specific regions. Most importantly, it
includes irrelevant images, as well as images with a tiny
portion corresponding to the query keyword. Each image
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is densely divided into non-overlapping fixed-size patches
to sufficiently capture the required information. We assume
that the large volume of the data itself is sufficient to provide
instances at various scales and illuminations, and therefore
we did not perform any scaling or normalisation. The col-
lection of all patches extracted from all images for a single
attribute is then given to RSOM to obtain clusters which are
likely to capture different characteristics of the attribute
Training attribute models: Each cluster obtained
through RSOM is used to train a separate classifier for
the attribute Positive examples are selected as the members
of the cluster and negative instances are selected among
the outliers removed by RSOM for that attribute and also
among random elements from other attribute categories. We
use linear SVM classifier with L1 norm.
Learned models are used for two different purposes: (i)
detection of the attributes on novel images, and (ii) recogni-
tion of scenes with the help of learned attribute classifiers.
Attribute recognition on novel images: The goal of
this task is to label a given image with a single attribute
name. For this purpose, first we divide the image into
grids in three levels using spatial pyramiding [11]. Non-
overlapping patches are extracted from each grid in all three
levels. Recall that, we have separate classifiers for each
salient cluster. We run all of the classifiers on each grid for
all patches in all levels. Each grid at each level is labelled by
the maximum response classifier among all the outputs for
the patches. All of those confidence values are then merged
with a weighted sum to a label for the entire image.
Di =
3∑
l=1
Nl∑
n=1
1
23−l
hie
−(xˆ−x)/2σ2 (5)
Here, Nl is the grid number for level l and hi is the confi-
dence value for grid i. We include a Gaussian filter, where
xˆ is center of the image and x is location of the spatial pyra-
mid grid, to give more priority to the detections around the
center of the image for reducing noisy background effect.
Attribute based scene recognition: We use the learned
low-level attributes to describe an image for the task of
scene recognition. Similar to the first task, we get the con-
fidence values for each grid in three levels of the spatial
pyramid. However, rather than using a single value for the
maximum classifier output, we use the entire vector for each
grid. That is, we keep the confidence values for all the clas-
sifiers for each grid. Then, we concatenate these vectors
for all grids in all levels to get a single feature vector of
size 3xNxK for the image, which is then used for scene
classification. Here N is the number of grids at each level,
and K is the number of different concepts. This rich and
high dimensional representation poses good classification
performance with simple linear models.
Figure 3. For two low level concepts brown and vegetation and
one high level concept bedroom, random images detected as (i)
elements of salient clusters, (ii) elements of outlier clusters, and
(iii) outlier elements in salient clusters.
4.2. Learning higher level concepts
To show that RSOM is capable of being generalised to
higher level concepts, we collected images for scene cate-
gories from web to learn these concepts. In this case, we use
the entire images as instances, and aim to discover group of
images each representing a different property of the scene
category. These clusters are then used as models similar to
the attribute learning. Specifically, we perform experiments
for scene classification for 15 scene categories as in [11].
Note that, we do not use any manually labelled training set,
but directly the noisy web images which are pruned and or-
ganised by RSOM. This task is also different than the use
of low-level attributes for scene recognition, in this case we
learn the scene concept directly without requiring any other
information.
5. Experiments
5.1. Qualitative evaluation of clusters
As Figure3 depicts, RSOM captures different character-
istics of concepts in separate salient clusters, while elim-
inating outlier clusters that group irrelevant images which
are coherent among themselves, as well as outlier elements
wrongly mixed with the elements of salient clusters.
5.2. Implementation details
Parameters of RSOM are selected on a small held-out
set. Figure4 depicts the effect of parameters θ, τ and ν. For
each parameter the other two are fixed at the optimum value
obtained through cross-validation.
SVM parameters are also selected with 10-fold cross vali-
dation and grid-search. We end the search process when the
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Figure 4. Effect of parameters on average accuracy. For each pa-
rameter, the other two are fixed at their optimum values.
current accuracy is less than the average accuracy of the 5
to 10 step back. Our RSOM implementation is powered by
GPGPU programming over CUDA environment, resulting
in a large time reduction.
5.3. Attribute learning
Datasets: We collected images from Google for 11 dis-
tinct colours as in [22] and 13 textures. We included the
terms ”colour” and ”texture” in the queries, such as ”red
colour”, or ”wooden texture”, to reduce the chance of se-
mantic mismatching. For each attribute, 500 images are col-
lected and patches are extracted from each image. To test
the results on a human labelled dataset, we use Ebay dataset
provided by [22] which has labels for the pixels in cropped
regions. Unlike [22], we didn’t apply gamma correction.
Tasks : Evaluation of our framework is performed over
two different tasks: (i) detection of the learned attributes on
novel images and (ii) recognition of scenes using learned
attributes. To evaluate the first task, we use three different
datasets. The first dataset is Bing Search Images curated
by ourselves from the top 35 images returned with some
pruning to eliminate some semantic mismatches. Second
dataset is Google Colour Images [22] previously used by
[22] for learning colour attributes. We used the data only for
testing. The last dataset is sample annotated images from
ImageNet [19] for 25 attributes. The second task on scene
recognition is performed on MIT-indoor [17], and Scene-15
[11] datasets.
Representation: For color concepts we use 10x20x20
bins Lab colour histograms and for texture concepts we
also include BoW representation for densely sampled SIFT
[REF] features with 4000 words.
We keep the feature dimensions high to utilise from the
over-complete representations of the instances when we ap-
ply L1 norm linear SVM classifier. We divide the training
images into 100x100 non-overlapping patches. We did not
perform any scaling or normalization and capture different
varieties with crowd of the patches. For testing, we divide
the images into 21 grids at each of the three levels.
Results: Figure 5 compares the accuracy of the proposed
method (RSOM) with three other methods on the task of
attribute learning. As a baseline method (BL), we use all
Bing Google [22] ImageNet [19] EBAY [22]
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Figure 5. Attribute recognition performances on novel images.
Method RSOM-M RSOM PLSA-reg [22].
cars 0.97 0.92 0.93
shoes 1.0 0.97 0.99
dresses 1.0 1.0 0.99
pottery 0.98 0.92 0.94
overall 0.99 0.95 0.96
Table 1. Equal Error Rates on EBAY dataset for image retrieval
using the configuration of [22]. RSOM does not utilise the image
masks used in [22], while RSOM-M does.
the images returned for the concept query to train a sin-
gle model. As the results show, the performance is very
low suggesting that the data should be organised to capture
the intra-class variations. As two other methods for clus-
tering the data, we used k-means (KM) and original SOM
algorithm (SOM), and again train different models for each
clusters. The low results support the need for pruning of the
data through outlier elimination. Results also show that, on
novel test sets with images having different characteristics
than the images used in training, RSOM can still perform
very well on learning of attributes.
Note that, on ImageNet dataset, we obtained 37.4% ac-
curacy compared to 36.8% of Russakovsky and Fei-Fei[19].
Our method is also utilised for retrieving images on
EBAY dataset as in [22]. We utilise RSOM with patches
obtained from the entire images (RSOM) as well as from
the masks provided by [22] (RSOM-M). As shown in Ta-
ble1, even without masks RSOM is comparable to the per-
formance of the PLSA based method of [22], and with the
same setting RSOM outperforms the PLSA based method.
On the task of scene recognition with learned attributes,
we compare our method (RSOM-A) with state-of-the-art
methods on MIT-indoor [17] and Scene-15 [11] datasets.
Our method performs competitively with[12] while using
shorter feature vectors, and outperforms the others.
5.4. Learning concepts of scene categories
As an alternative to recognising scenes through the
learned low-level attributes, we directly learn higher level
concepts for scene categories. We focus on learning 15
scene concepts used in [11], through collecting images from
web for these concepts. We have shown that, our method is
competitive with the state-of-the-art studies without requir-
ing any supervised training. We made a slight change on our
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Method MIT-indoor [17] Scene-15 [11]
RSOM-A 46.2% 82.7%
RSOM-S - 80.7%
RSOM-S+HM - 81.3%
Li et al. [12] VQ 47.6% 82.1%
Pandey et al. [16] 43.1% -
Kwitt et al. [9] 44% 82.3%
Lazebnik et al. [11] - 81.0%
Table 2. Comparison of our methods on scene recognition in re-
lation to state-of-the-art studies on MIT-Indoor [17] and Scene-15
[11] datasets.
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Figure 6. Comparisons on Scene-15 dataset. Overall accuracy is
81.3% for RSOM-S+HM , versus 81% for [11] . Classes ”indus-
trial”, ”insidecity”, ”opencountry” results very noisy set of web
images, hence trained models are not strong enough as might be
observed from the chart.
original RSOM implementation for recognising scene con-
cepts (which we refer to as RSOM-S) by finding the hard
negatives at the first classification and using them in another
classification (we refer to this new method as RSOM-S-
HM). As the results in Figure6 show, we achieve better per-
formances than the state-of-the-art studies with this simple
addition, still without requiring any supervisory input.
6. Conclusion
In this work we propose Rectifying Self Organizing
Maps that is akin to SOM with clustering properties and
novel with respect to outlier detection dynamics. We use
RSOM for weakly supervised learning of visual concepts
from large scale noisy web data. Multiple classifiers are
built for each attribute from clusters pruned from outliers, to
have each classifier sensitive to a different visual variation.
Our experiments show that we are able to capture low level
concepts on novel images and have a good basis for higher
level recognition tasks like scene recognition with inexpen-
sive setting. We also show that we can directly learn higher
level concepts. As the future work, this framework will be
extended to capture more localized concepts like objects,
and will also be applied to learn concepts from videos.
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